Under the assumption that the only information available on a drainage basin is its mean elevation, the connection between entropy and potential energy is explored to analyze drainage basins morphological characteristics. The mean basin elevation is found to be linearly related to the entropy of the drainage basin. This relation leads to a linear relation between the mean elevation of a subnetwork and the logarithm of its topological diameter. Furthermore, the relation between the fall in elevation from the source to the outlet of the main channel and the entropy of its drainage basin is found to be linear and so is also the case between the elevation of a node and the logarithm of its distance from the source. When a drainage basin is ordered according to the Horton-Strahler ordering scheme, a linear relation is found between the drainage basin entropy and the basin order. This relation can be characterized as a measure of the basin network complexity. The basin entropy is found to be linearly related to the logarithm of the magnitude of the basin network. This relation leads to a nonlinear relation between the network diameter and magnitude, where the exponent is found to be related to the fractal dimension of the drainage network. Also, the exponent of the power law relating the channel slope to the network magnitude is found to be related to the fractal dimension of the network. These relationships are verified on three drainage basins in southern Italy, and the results are found to be promising.
Only recently, Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. [1992] , by using the principles of minimum energy dissipation in a river reach and of uniform energy expenditure per unit area of channel, explained some widely observed empirical laws relating geometrical characteristics of the river network system. Furthermore, the recognition of the fractal structure of river networks [ Tarboron In this study we explore the relationship of entropy to certain morphological characteristics of drainage-basin networks. This paper is organized as follows. First, entropy of a drainage basin network is defined. Then, the connection between entropy and potential energy is explored to analyze river basin morphological characteristics. Specifically, in section 2, informational, primary, and secondary entropies are derived. A short discussion of drainage basin data that will be used to verify the relations to be derived in the ensuing sections is given in section 3. In section 4 we derive a relation between mean elevation and entropy and a relation between mean elevation of the network and that of its subnetworks. In section 5 we investigate river profiles by using entropy. The relation between entropy and the Strahler order, basin magnitude and fractal dimension constitutes the subject matter of section 6. Verification of the relations is undertaken using the data from three drainage basins in southern Italy in the individual sections of the paper.
INFORMATIONAL, PRIMARY, AND SECONDARY ENTROPIES
A drainage network can be schematized by the channel network in that channels are idealized as single lines and links are network segments. A new link is formed by the junction of no more than two links and sources are the points further upstream in the channel network. The magnitude of a link is the number of sources upstream draining into that link. The magnitude n of the channel network is that of the outlet link, and equals the number of first-order streams.
Topological distance d (Figure 1 ) of a node from the outlet, or topological level of the link which originates from it to the downstream, is the number of links forming the path be.
tween that node and the outlet. The maximum of the topological distances within the network is called the topological diameter D. In Figure 1 the Horton-Strahler ordering scheme is also shown.
We consider a drainage basin as a system, that is of magnitude n; in other words, it has M = 2n -1 links. Let elevation E be the state variable of the system. Each link is then associated with an average elevation and can have one of the m average elevations El, i = 1, 2, ... , m, m _< M.
Following this representation of the drainage network, we first define the informational entropy of the network.
Let P i be the probability of a link having the elevation Ei. The informational entropy S [Shannon, 1948] We assume that/7 is approximately equal to the mean basin elevation. There may be an infinity of probability distributions satisfying (2) and (3), for we have only two equations and M (>2) quantities to be determined. Thus, following Jaynes [1957] the least biased P is the one that maximizes S in (1) subject to (2) and (3 The entropy in (7) can be referred to as the primary entropy of the drainage basin. When constraints are imposed on the drainage basin such as mean elevation, and so on, its maximum entropy will be reduced. This reduced entropy can be called the secondary entropy which, for example, is given by (6). The difference between the primary and secondary entropies quantifies the reduction in uncertainty due to the knowledge of information expressed as constraints.
The maximum unconstrained value of entropy (primary) corresponds to a network with uniform topological width function. Although far from reality, the entropy of this simplified basin configuration provides a good approximation to the value of informational entropy produced by (6), as can be noted by Figure 2 that shows primary (equation (7)) and computed informational (equation (1) Table 2 , where the regression constants and the coefficient of determination R 2 are reported.
For the drainage network system the distribution of potential energy can be assumed to be controlled by two fundamental quantities D and T measured for the entire system. On the basis of the analogy with a thermodynamic system where T can be thought of as proportional to the energy content of the system, a and/3 may be assumed to be constant as a first-order approximation. Thus a and/3 can be theoretically derived as follows. Parameters a' and/3 can be theoretically evaluated as was done for (15). Accordingly, (24) Least squares estimates and computed theoretical coefficients of equation ( When the average entropy for fixed magnitude n was plotted against the logarithm of n, a strong linear relation was found for all the basins, in agreement with (34), with coefficients of determination R 2 always greater than 0.95.
Both the angular coefficient and the intercept of the least squares lines were close to the theoretical coefficients of (34) (see Table 4 ). Figure 7 shows the entropy-magnitude relationship for the Arcidiaconata basin.
The average entropy for fixed Horton order w was plotted against w and a strong linear relation was also found, with R 2 greater than 0.99 for all the basins (Table 5) tropy and the Horton order. The value of the intercept at zero of the best fit line representing this relation was interestingly close to the total number of links in the basin. 
where Sx is the cumulative entropy. This shows that when to = 0, Sx = (2n -1) = M is the total number of rinks in the basin. In Table 6 
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are drawn from this study: 1. A definition of the informational entropy S of river networks was proposed. S was shown to be capable of describing some planimetric and altimetric characteristics of network structures.
2. The primary entropy, which is the maximum unconstrained value of S, is given by the logarithm of topological diameter of the network. It provided a good first approximation for the informational entropy and allowed us to establish, using entropy concepts, relations between the main channel length and other network characteristics. 
